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There is no Business like Casino Business
By their very nature, casinos face a number of major challenges: mitigating 
risks, managing and protecting gaming tables, increasing the game pace, and 
evaluating players, to name just a few. All of this is very complex and requires 
a lot of fi nancial and human resources.

Dallmeier & Casinos: A Long Lasting Friendship
Thanks to Dallmeier’s experience of over more than two decades regarding 
security and CCTV in casinos, we have a deep understanding of these needs 
and challenges of the industry. Since there is a growing demand to optimise 
gaming and business processes, we have invested many years of research 
and development to satisfy this need: Over the last years, we worked in close 
collaboration with various members of the industry to ensure that the 
fi nal product would not only meet the needs of today, but also the needs and 
challenges of tomorrow.

Introduction
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CAT’s Key Benefi ts 
• Increases gaming fl oors’ transparency and profi tability
• Streamlines operations
• Optimises labour costs and deployment
• Mitigates risks and human fallibility

CAT’s Easy Integration
• Operates and interfaces with any smart dealing shoe
• Uses standard Full HD CCTV cameras
• Doesn’t require a specifi c technology (e.g. CCTV, Casino Management 

System (CMS))
• Doesn’t require additional sensors
• Doesn’t require RFID technology (but integration is possible)
• Doesn’t require a change in how table games are played (dealers don’t 

have to learn new skills, etc.)

CAT’s Gaming Procedures 
• Diff erent packages can be used for diff erent table games
• High fl exibility by using only the modules / packages a casino needs
• Additional packages can be added later on

The result of this development 
process is called CAT, which stands for 
Casino Automation Technology. 

CAT is a modular system that uses 
intelligent technologies like Ma-
chine Learning and Artifi cial Neural 
Networks to analyse and automate 
gaming processes in casinos. There-
fore, it enhances casino operators’ 
operational effi  ciency and enables 
actual table gaming automation – in 
real time. In fact, CAT is the fi rst relia-
ble, in operation gaming automation 
system on the casino market. 

The First

in Operation Gaming Automation System
on the Market
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The Basic Package consists of three modules: Shoe Integration, Chip Position and Casino 
Math. These modules allow casinos to complement their existing surveillance processes and 
implement basic table game management.

Basic Package
Modules

Chip 
Position

Casino Math

Shoe
 Integration

• Results (bank win, tie, player win)
• Shoe alerts for

• Unshuffl  ed decks
• False shuffl  e
• First card advantage
• Pair bet advantage

• Bet position and frequency
• Main bets, side bets
• Winning / losing bet count per box
• Very high accuracy

• Probability tests for cheating
• Creates reports
• Alerts for

• First card advantage play
• Pair bet advantage play
• Winning patterns

BASIC Package
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Bene�t

Surveillance & Table Game Management today

• Complex task
• Manually entered, insu�cient game data
• Risk-based approach, only looking at a 

small percentage of operations
• Poorly reactive to incidents and losses

Advantages of CAT

• A table games supervisor / surveillance 
operator virtually on every table

• Detects fraud and dealer errors
• Mitigates risks easily
• Provides basic statistical data (hands per 

hour, number of winning / losing wagers)
• Increases pro�tability on each table

Table Game Management is a very complex task. Thus, many casinos can react only to a small  
portion of incidents and losses. Already with the Basic Package of Dallmeier´s CAT system, casino 
operators can hugely improve the way they manage risk and tables.

Basic Package

Surveillance & Table Game Management
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Advanced Package
Modules

The Advanced Package includes all modules of the Basic Package as well as three additional 
modules: Game Pace, Closed Table and Late Bet (for Baccarat) respectively Card Tracking (for 
Blackjack). This improves casinos’ table game management ability even further and increases 
the game pace, leading to a better performance of every single table.

Closed Table

Game Pace

Late Bet
(Baccarat)

Card Tracking
(Blackjack)

• Yield management with gaming fl oor table data
• Detailed game pace information for every hand

• Betting duration
• Game duration
• Payout duration
• Duration between games

• Very high accuracy

• Detects and 
tracks cards

• Winning / losing 
hand

Alerts for
• Past post after 

end of game
• Changed bets

• Detects motion for closed fl oat / table
• Closed table alerts

ADVANCED Package
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Advanced Package
Benefi t

Advanced Table Game Management today

• Manual and unnecessary tasks reducing 
game pace

• Over- or underestimation of games
• Demand for yield management and higher 

fl oor effi  ciency

Advantages of CAT

• Provides accurate game pace data
• Provides KPIs for table management 

in real time
• Automates manual tasks
• Increases game pace and performance
• Constantly evaluates play and performance
• Information about table utilisation
• Overall gaming and yield management

Today’s casino managers seek to understand not only the overall performance of the casino fl oor, 
but also dive deeper into the performance of the individual pits, tables and players. CAT delivers real 
time table data to increase the game pace and improve the performance of tables.

Advanced Table Game Management
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Enterprise Package
Modules

The Enterprise Package includes all modules of the Basic Package and Advanced Package 
as well as three additional modules: Chip Stack, Chip Float and Advanced Math. This allows 
casinos to rate their players accurately as well as protect their tables and monitor their 
inventories.

Chip Stack 

Advanced Math

Chip Float

• Exact value of each bet
• Accurate data for player rating
• Confi rmation of payout / chip collection
• Very high accuracy

• Continuous capture of fl oat value
• Automation of openers / closers
• Very high accuracy

• Detection of dealer chip theft
• Probability tests for bet amount won
• Smart aggregation of collected data
• Enables intelligent high-level alerts

ENTERPRISE Package
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Enterprise Package
Benefi t

Player Rating today

• Inaccurate player rating systems
• Guesswork
• Abuse and scam
• Billions in lost revenue

Advantages of CAT

• Accurate real time rating by recording 
dealt / played hands and time played

• Calculates average bet
• Records betting distribution, total wagers, 

turnover, win / loss
• Effi  cient marketing / player management 

system

Casinos want recurring visits from their players. But today’s casino player rating systems are quite 
inaccurate and get abused, costing the industry billions in lost revenue. With Dallmeier’s CAT sys-
tem, casinos can rate players accurately and prevent such costly abuses and losses.

Player Rating
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Enterprise Package
Bene�t

Table Protection today

• Relying on dealers as “�rst line of defense”
• Often no knowledge about win / loss for up  

to 24 hours later
• Vulnerable to attacks, cheating and stealing

Advantages of CAT

• Table games supervisor / surveillance  
operator virtually on every table

• Monitoring of all gaming table trans- 
actions in real time

• “Follow the money”
• Tracks �oat, detects dealer chip thefts
• Monitors payouts / chip collection

Over the years, there are many well documented cases of fraud and theft in casinos, such as ad-
vantage play schemes, edge play, ratings / card cut scams, and so on. The resulting costs and losses 
for casinos are astronomically high. Therefore, Dallmeier’s CAT system gives casino operators the 
ability to “follow the money” instantly and therefore prevent costly frauds and thefts.

Table Protection
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Enterprise Package
Bene� t

Table Inventory today

• Extensive and repetitive manual tasks
• Low level of transparency

Advantages of CAT

• Float balance in real time
• Float as “checks & balances” tool
• Automates openers / closers
• Con� rms color changes / buy ins
• Better accuracy and overall performance

It is important for casinos that they monitor the performance and inventory of their tables. This is 
achieved, among other things, by tracking the � oat’s value and balance of a table after every hand 
or coup. And by doing so, casinos also know when to order credit or a chip � ll. Dallmeier’s CAT sys-
tem uses the � oat as a “checks & balances” tool to ensure an overall improved performance.

Table Inventory
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TRACK YOUR GAME. RATE YOUR PLAYER.

Dallmeier electronic GmbH & Co.KG
Bahnhofstr. 16
93047 Regensburg
Germany

Tel: +49 (0)941 8700-0
Fax: +49 (0)941 8700-180
info@dallmeier.com
www.dallmeier.com




